
PRODUCT GUIDE 
LEVI’S® TRUCKER AND SHERPA JACKET WITH JACQUARD™ BY GOOGLE 

 
This jacket is sold with a Jacquard Tag, which can be attached to the jacket and is designed to communicate with 
the user's smart phone. The user needs to also have an Android® or iOS® phone, download Jacquard App and have 
a Google account to access Jacquard features. For more information on Jacquard features, go to 
Jacquard.com/levi/specs.  

 
HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION 
To avoid damaging your jacket, accessories, or any connected devices, and to reduce the risk of fire, burns, or 
electric shock, read the safety and regulatory information in the Jacquard Tag box. This information can also be 
found at jacquard.com/info. 
 
SERVICE, REPAIR & SUPPORT 
Do not use Jacquard Tag if it isn’t working properly or has been damaged. Unauthorized repairs or modifications 
could result in permanent damage to the Tag, and may affect your claim under the product warranty. Contact Levi 
Strauss & Co. customer service in the following locations for support regarding your jacket: 
 

 U.S.:  Phone: 800-872-5384 | Email: help@levi.com 
 Europe:  Phone: 00800 53 847 501 | Email: ecustomerservice@levi.com 
 Japan:  Phone: 0120-099-501   | Email:  levi_japan@levi.com 
 Australia:  Phone: 1800-625-603 | Email: customercare@levis.com.au 
 New Zealand:  Phone:  0508-501-555 | Email:  customercare@levis.com.au 

 
CONDUCTIVE APPAREL 
The electronics used for the Levi’s® Trucker and Sherpa Jackets and the Jacquard Tag are conductive. Take care not 
to come in contact with energized objects such as exposed electrical wiring when wearing, holding or otherwise 
close to the jacket. Such contact may cause electric shock or injury, and/or damage to the jacket itself.  
 
CARE AND CLEANING 
Remove the Jacquard Tag before washing the jacket. Do not wash or put the Jacquard Tag in water. To clean the 
Jacquard Tag, wipe with a soft dry or damp cloth. Do not use soaps, solvents or abrasives on the Tag.  
 
To care for your jacket, please follow the washing instructions on the interior jacket label. The electronics 
contained in the cuff are designed to go through standard consumer home washing, however, wash conditions can 
vary so gentle cycle and line dry is recommended for increased longevity.   
 
Do not iron the left cuff of the jacket or dry-clean the jacket.  
 
WATER RESISTANCE 
You can use the Jacquard Tag in the rain, but if the Tag or sleeve cuff becomes too wet Jacquard features may 
not function reliably. Allow the Jacquard Tag and cuff to dry before resuming its use. 
 
NAVIGATION; ACTUAL CONDITIONS; ASSUMPTION OF RISK 
Jacquard features allow access to mapping and navigation services. Because these services may depend on a 
working data connection and location services, they may not be available at all times. Therefore, when you use 
Jacquard features for navigation, you may find that actual conditions differ from the map, data, traffic, directions, 
content and other results. Please carefully review directions, use common sense and follow all applicable traffic 
laws and signs. 
 



DISTRACTION 
Using Jacquard features when performing certain activities can distract you and may cause a dangerous situation 
for you or others (for example, attempting to swipe the interactive area of the jacket or use the Jacquard App 
while riding a bicycle in heavy traffic). To reduce the risk of accidents (and because it may be prohibited by law in 
many places), do not use Jacquard features while driving or operating machinery, and do not use it while 
engaging in any activities that have potentially serious consequences. Follow local laws about using mobile 
devices, headphones and helmets. 
 
EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS 
Jacquard features operate using radio signals and may not establish or maintain a connection in all conditions. 
Wireless devices may not be reliable for emergency communications. While some jurisdictions transmit emergency 
information over wireless networks, this product when connected to your phone may not always receive these 
communications depending upon network and wireless connectivity. You must not use Jacquard features in a way 
that interferes with the safety of aviation or lawful communications and, if you notice that your use interferes with 
the safety of aviation or lawful communications, stop using the Jacquard features immediately until your use no 
longer interferes with them. 
 
HEARING LOSS 
Prolonged exposure to loud sounds (including music) can cause hearing loss or damage. To prevent possible 
hearing damage, avoid listening at high volume for prolonged periods of time. Continued exposure to high volumes 
and background noise can make loud sounds seem quieter than they actually are. Check the volume before using 
headphones or earphones.  
 
AGE LIMITATION 
Jacquard features should not be used by children under the age of 13. 
 
REGULATORY INFORMATION 
Marks showing compliance with the relevant requirements specific to Jacquard Tag can be found in the Jacquard 
Tag regulatory guide. 
 

 
 
When this product reaches its end of life, take it to a collection point designated by local authorities for 
safe disposal or recycling. 

 
 
 



 
 
[FOR AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND] 
RCM MARK 
 

 
 
TRADEMARKS 
Google, Jacquard™, Android® and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc.  
iOS® is a trademark of Cisco in the US and is used under license. 
Levi’s® is a trademark of Levi Strauss & Co.  


